densely packed co-existing aggregations of Riftia pachyptila and Tevnia jerichonana tubeworms on the 11 m tall tubeworm pillar at 9°49.6'N on the east pacific rise. White brachyuran crabs actively predate on the red plumes (gas exchange organs) of these tubeworms (note crab with plume in claw at lower center).
iNtrOductiON
The 1977 discovery of life at hydrothermal vents along the mid-ocean ridge spreading center is a wonderful story (Lonsdale, 1977) . Aiming to document the presence of actively venting seafloor hydrothermal vents on the Galápagos Rift, geologists in the submersible Alvin unexpectedly stumbled upon lush communities of organisms thriving in the toxic brew spewing from the hot springs-giant clams and tubeworms, mounds of mussels, spaghetti worms, microbes-all making up an exotic ecosystem living in the inky darkness, at depths far removed from more familiar life forms. One of the major discoveries of the century, it changed our understanding of the requirements of life on Earth.
To their credit, scientists immediately sought ways to share this story with the rest of the world. Working with National Geographic, they published spectacular seafloor images and reached readers quickly with this amazing oceanographic discovery (Corliss and Ballard, 1977; Ballard and Grassle, 1979) . Later, National Geographic, the Public Broadcasting System's (PBS's) NOVA, and the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) produced video documentaries for viewing audiences to see footage of billowing black smokers hosting little-known deep-sea communities and to witness research expeditions from their home televisions and VCRs. As mid-ocean ridge discoveries continued, scientists teamed with film producers who used largeformat, high-definition IMAX cameras and wove stories of scientific discovery with never-before-seen seafloor footage, creating films that engaged and entertained large theater audiences (Kovacs, 2005; Kusek, 2005) . With the advent of the Internet and improved communications from sea, websites were created to chronicle research expeditions, providing first-hand accounts of life and work at sea in near-real time for anyone with a computer to follow (Fornari and Humphris, 2005) . Cohorts of K-12 teachers were invited to participate in research expeditions, learning to practice science at sea and sharing their adventures with their students and communities on land (Robigou and Heidenreich, 2003) . Even students became involved, phoning scientists who were diving in submersibles, asking questions about the seafloor environment, and submitting proposals for student experiments at vents (Kelsey et al., 2005) . In spite of, and because of, their remoteness, mid-ocean ridge ecosystems became known to the world.
The legacy of the Ridge community's 30+ year effort to share the story of midocean ridge science with nonscientists reveals an expansion in outreach goals and approaches that mirrors advances in the field of education and public outreach (EPO). Originally seeking primarily to raise public awareness of the existence of mid-ocean ridges, Ridge EPO evolved to foster a deeper understanding of this unique environment within the larger context of Earth's systems and an appreciation of the importance of science to daily life aBStr act. The "Ridge" community has pioneered not only scientific exploration of and research on the global mid-ocean ridge system but also innovative and attractive ways of reaching out to the public with fascinating stories of scientific discovery and cutting-edge deep-sea technology. This article summarizes 30 years of education and public outreach (EPO) projects conducted by scientists and outreach professionals in the Ridge community to highlight the key principles of effective EPO, such as the importance of targeting specific audiences' needs and expectations. Other elements discussed include collaboration with professionals outside of the scientific community, increased participation of individuals from underrepresented groups in science, and rigorous evaluation to strengthen the impact of future programs.
The article also explores how cyber technology and observatory science offer new opportunities for sharing discoveries as they occur and involving the public in the research endeavor. By reaching audiences on a more direct and personal level, these novel approaches may hold the most promise for increasing public appreciation for the marine environment. Scientists' perspectives on EPO programs, lessons, learned, and personal benefits address the question "Why should I do outreach?" Ridge EPO programs highlighted include (1) 
This article builds on the 2007
Oceanography paper by reviewing the legacy of Ridge EPO efforts and revisiting the challenges and opportunities unique to specific audiences. For each major audience, we describe exemplary Ridge EPO, highlighting some of the best practices of today and lessons learned.
The EPO landscape continues to evolve, and today's paradigm is less about finding new venues for outreach than it is about delving deeper to find the best approaches to achieve desired outcomes.
ridge educatiON aNd puBLic Outreach prOjectS
One of the first principles for designing a successful outreach project is to identify a target audience and understand its unique needs and expectations. By understanding what motivates members of that audience and how they learn, it is possible to determine reasonable outcomes and develop programs that can help achieve these outcomes (Franks et al., 2006) . In keeping with this important first principle, we examine the legacy of Ridge EPO projects for two major groupings: informal and formal science education audiences.
Liz Goehring (exg15@psu.edu We believed that the use of this filming technology, combined with cameron's expertise as a storyteller, would help broad audiences become engaged with the subject matter.
-Deborah Kovacs, Senior Vice President of Publishing, Walden Media
The work merges art and science at the moment of discovery. are not well equipped to guide students undertaking their own scientific investigations. EPO that targets teachers can have a significant "ripple effect" in terms of reaching large numbers of students (Causton and Ivey, 2005) , and collaborations between scientists and teachers can help facilitate introduction of inquiry in the classroom (Goehring et al., 2005b) .
Over the years, the Ridge community has committed a great deal of time and resources to reaching out to teachers and students in formal education settings, with great success. The phone call to the scientists was really cool. i can't believe that we were actually having a conversation with someone who was underneath the sea in a submarine. i will probably remember that forever.
Reaching Teachers

-Student Participant, Extreme 2008
LeFt | reVeL teachers from minnesota and Washington check the configuration of the instruments mounted on the remotely operated vehicle (rOV). For each dive, teachers share the rOV operations with their students through daily postings on the expedition website. Photo middle school students in massachusetts analyze a seafloor photomosaic for patterns in mussel distribution. The activity is part of the Student experiments at Sea (SeaS) curriculum designed to prepare students to develop ideas for experiments at sea. These students submitted a proposal to examine crab feeding preferences at vent environments. Photo courtesy of Carolyn Sheild, Lexington, MA 1 Because of its alignment with recommendations made in the National research council report outlining elements that contribute to successful Stem education, the FLeXe project was invited to participate in a conference announcing the release of the report (http://successfulstemeducation.org/ content/agenda).
This [FLeXe Forum] activity was great. i loved it! it gave real data, which is hard to come by for everyday teachers. i plan on using this activity forever in my classes. Lecturer, 2006) dLS was also a great opportunity for me to meet with students and faculty at universities that don't focus on marine research, to discuss what it's like to work at sea, the tools we use, and how marine geology does and doesn't differ from terrestrial geology.
-Kenneth Rubin, University of Hawaii, Distinguished Lecturer, 2011 as part of the university of delaware's award-winning extreme series of online expeditions, students from talley middle School in Wilmington, delaware, participate in a "phone call to the deep" with craig cary (inset) as he explores hydrothermal vents in the submersible Alvin. cary and his colleagues answered questions from classrooms across the united States and internationally about the bizarre life that thrives in extreme environments and the mysteries that scientists are uncovering. Photos courtesy of the University of Delaware for students, and provide opportunities to involve students in authentic science experiences. (NRC, 1999; Falk and Dierking, 2000) . Similarly, determining success in the K-12 setting ultimately involves evaluating student learning and attitudes toward science as a function of the educational offering; however, many outside factors also affect these outcomes, such as students' prior preparation, teachers' approaches and effectiveness, classroom time, and school setting (NRC, 2007) . Controlling for these variables is difficult, requiring innovative approaches adapted to each specific case to obtain valid results . In both formal and informal settings, evaluation also involves meeting the requirements of human-subject research defined by an Institutional Review Board (IRB).
Collaboration with Other Programs and Networks for Dissemination
Working with experienced evaluation professionals and learning research scientists is now imperative.
Broaden diversity
The most rapidly growing segments of the US population are largely under- Attracting and retaining minorities is a priority for the key scientific agencies (NSF, 2007a (NSF, ,b, 2009 NASA, 2010) and, therefore, must be incorporated into geosciences educational efforts.
Rather than taking this challenge on single-handedly, Ridge investigators can collaborate with experts and networks already addressing the unique needs of underrepresented groups (Huntoon and Lane, 2007) speakers at a professional development academy for minority-serving teachers (Ellins et al., 2010) .
Future directiONS cyber technology is redefining education and Outreach
Advances in cyber technology are having a significant impact on education and on how to reach public audiences. As This group also benefited from discussions with M. Best, J. Delaney, V. Ferrini,
